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COVID-19 MOVEMENT RESTRICTIONS
YEMEN MOBILITY RESTRICTION DASHBOARD #1 (30 APRIL 2020)

Reported Covid-19 Cases in Yemen
Source: National Center for Disease Control

6 1 2
Confirmed Recovered Deaths

 “In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the local authorities of 
Yemen (Ye) declared a nationwide health emergency and introduced 
many preventive and mitigation measures adopted by the rest of 
the world starting in March 2020 in order to avoid and reduce the 
transmission of the COVID-19. These measures include the adoption 
of restrictions on movement countrywide, by closure/partially closure 
of (4) International airports, (11) sea border points, (2) land border 
points and including restrictions on freedom of movement between 
south and north governorates at various point (7 recorded in this 
report), including in Taizz and Al Bayda.

DFA authorities (north) have been establishing ad hoc quarantine 
centers in areas under their control (i.e. Sadaa, Al Bayda and other 
governorates) and in the proximity of crossing points between north 
and south. Following confirmation of the first Covid-19 case in Yemen 
(10 April), Yemen local authorities in Hadramaut introduced screening 
points along land borders for entry and exit passengers (NB: confirmed 
as of 23 April). In addition as of 29 April, the local authorities (the 
Ministry of Health) in Aden governorate announced the registration of 
five infections with the Covid-19, in addition to the deaths of two out 
of the 5 declared. The local authorities in Aden governorate announced 
several preventive measures, including a three-day curfew and the 
closure of all markets and gathering places for 2 weeks in addition to 
other prevention measures.

Since the beginning of March, it is estimated that thousands of 
people were stranded at the border between KSA and Yemen, Sadaa 
governorate. This population reportedly includes stranded migrants 
mostly of Ethiopian origins, but also Somalis and other nationalities, as 
well as Yemeni nationals returning from KSA.”

Points of entry along land borders are closed for entry and 
exit of passengers.

Due to the current Internal conflict number of transit 
points such as (Serbeit Asfal, Al-Qarah, Saraweel, Maqbanah, 
Alddabab, Al-khalal, Al-Jeebal) were implemented and more 
preventive entry and exite restrictions is taking in place.

All international airports are closed for entry and exit. 
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Movement restricted in Aden for three days due to the cur-
few announcement.




